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Awakening Souls, Transforming Lives!
Spiritual Tools For An Abundant Life- “The  12  Powers  of  Man”
Using the Powers, One Month at a Time
OCTOBER—Zeal
The ability to be enthusiastic, be passionate, start, motivate.
I enthusiastically accept my good and go forward to achieve my purpose.

Thoughts From The Heart
There is Something Within my Being that is constantly inspiring me and pushing me forward to express more of
Me. It ignites my imagination to soar to new and unfamiliar heights of creativity, and It causes me to be cognizant of the Light that shines Within my Being. This overwhelming passion that I feel, to move forward and express, fills me with a zealousness that I had never known.
As  I  sit  and  contemplate,  “What  could  this  be  that  is  inside  of  me?”,  a  tiny  spark  of  Light  starts  to  grow  and  ex-
pand Within my Being ; and I begin to Know and become more aware and acknowledge that It is the Christ residing at the Center of my Being. As this awareness grows, I am filled with zeal and enthusiasm as I step forward with a mighty faith and desire to clear away all those thoughts and beliefs that have in anyway hindered the
expression of the Life that resides Within me.
As I continue to grow I am filled with gratitude for the Christ Within, as the energy that propels my life continues
to flow with more intensity though me. It begins to feel as though all the energy in the Universe is coursing
through  my  Being  and  pressing  me  to  again  ask  the  question,  “What  exactly  is  this  that  is  occurring  within  me?”    
And of course, I again look to Charles Fillmore, our co-founder to explain what this could be that is happening to
me. According to Mr. Fillmore in The Revealing Word, it is Zeal. He  states  that,    “Zeal    is  Intensity,  ardor,  en-
thusiasm; the inward fire of the soul that urges man forward, regardless of the intellectual mind of caution and
conservatism.”  He  further  explains  that,  “Zeal  is  the  mighty  force  that  incites  the  winds,  the  tides,  the  storms;;  it  
urges the planet on it course, and spurs the ant to greater exertion. It is the urge behind all things. Zeal is the
affirmative  impulse  of  existence;;  its  command  is  “Go  forward!”
As this explanation resonates within me, I begin to experience and Truly know that it has always been that Spirit
of God in me that has spurred me to do even the smallest things. I begin to remember how I have been guided
along the way and spurred to new levels of awareness and excitement as I faced each new day. As I continued
to let go and release and take no thought, it was as if the Universe would come support and greet me with more
and more energy to do the things that needed to be done by me. With this growing awareness, my vision becomes increasingly clear and I begin to willingly be guided by that Still Small Voice of Spirit that is always speaking to me.
I also begin to know that the direction I am to follow is very clear. With all the fervor that is within me, I make the
commitment to do all the things God has appointed for me to do and to willingly and fearlessly move forward
even though I may not always know what to do. I choose to trust in God and know that I am led on the path that
is perfect for me. I also know that the Christ, at the center of my being, will direct my path and provide all the
Wisdom, Power and Enthusiasm I need to do the things that are mine to do.
So as we continue on our Spiritual path, let us acknowledge the Christ at the center of our Being and claim all
that God has given us to do, knowing that we are provided with all the energy, enthusiasm and zeal to do that
which has been appointed for us to do.
Let Us Daily Affirm: I Am One With All Energy in the Universe Now.
Blessing as You Spiritually Unfold,
Juankee J. McKinney
The Editor
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INSPIRATION FROM OUR FOUNDERS:
PRACTICALITY
F. Richard Lynch
Unity, March 1919, Volume 50, No. 3, pages 218-223
IT IS the practical application of certain scientific principles of life that attracts the attention of many people to this great worldmovement known as Unity. And to my mind, it is this vital point in the teachings of this School of advance thought that will first
gain entrance into the heart and life of humanity. For it is not true that nearly all men and women today are searching in ways
they know not for that knowledge which is capable of being applied to useful ends? Then is it not also true that that which is
the most practical and the most serviceable will be the most universally accepted?
Not  only  having  read  about  how  scientific  thinking  and  living  will  beneficially  affect  man’s  mental  and  physical  world,  but  by
having experienced a number of unusual tests of this philosophy, I feel confident that we are working with principles that are
truly scientific and demonstrable; Truth is always demonstrable, we have been taught. Heretofore, we have not thought that
there was a science of being, because of the lack of a working hypothesis which was needed to explain the laws under which
mind operates. The vagueness and indefiniteness of the philosophy of former spiritual teachers has prevented our grasping
and applying the very principles which Unity makes clear and practical. And when we contemplate the future of this science
with its unlimited possibilities, we see the race taking great strides in advancement, having on one hand the ideal man, pregnant with all the divine qualities, and on the other the individual with a working knowledge that will enable him to make that
ideal real.
Since the keynote, not only of this article but also of the Unity work, is practicality, let us choose a specific instance in
which we can develop this idea, and then rationally analyze what Practical Christianity offers that can be applied to useful
ends in this illustrative case. For example: here is an actual experience which recently came under my observation and
which, no doubt, can be duplicated in the life of most every student at some phase in his development. A man, who had had
many  years’  study  along  advanced  lines,  called  upon  a  metaphysician  for  an  interview  and  counsel.    During  the  tine  the  man  
spent with the teacher he revealed this concerning himself: that he was tense in mind and body; that he lacked poise and stability; was generally quite nervous and irritable; could not realize benefits from his meditation, as he failed to keep his mind
upon his subjects; in other words, he had not mastered concentration to even a slight degree. He said that he had asked his
higher self for light on these problems and had received (from whence he knew not) many answers to which he gave earnest
attention, but none led him to freedom. He felt that there was knowledge for him, as he knew that others had been liberated
from like conditions, and was sure that his sincerity and conscientiousness would eventually guide him aright.
To the person devoting much time to reading and applying metaphysics as taught by the Unity School, it will be
quickly perceived that this man, or anyone else who is being annoyed by these or similar conditions, needs a systematic study
and application of what the School teaches concerning the Silence.
Through the literature distributed by Unity, one finds a constant reference to the Silence, as this subject is of fundamental importance to all students of Truth; fundamental for the reason that one cannot attain much without an understanding and practice of its principles.
In the first place, harmony in mind and body results naturally from the proper  practice of meditation and Silence. Noted
teachings  from  the  East  emphasize  the  necessity  of  it  as  an  invariable  part  of  each  individual’s  development.    Why?    Looking  
at  it  from  the  objective  side  alone,  which  is  but  one  phase  of  man’s  constitution,  it  relieves  mental  and  physical  tension.     The
relief is due to relaxation which is one of the initial steps in entering the Silence. Modern physicists prove that relaxation lowers the blood pressure quite definitely, and this, science tells us, prevents many diseases, including old age. Then, too, when
one relaxes and meditates, his breathing becomes deeper, and this, in turn, aids circulation which is conducive to health.
Meditation, relaxation and deep breathing all tend to develop poise and serenity within the soul. This work alone has brought
great benefit to those who require nerve treatment.
It is thought by some that entering the Silence produces a negative condition; others think it causes a state bordering
that of lethargy. Regarding the way of Silence, there is nothing emphasized more than the necessity of being mentally positive. Guard against drifting or becoming lethargic or lazy. The physical body has much to labor under when the mind in command is negative. Psychology proves that numerous physical ills, even to dissolution, are due directly to the destructive practice of letting the thought and mind become negative. One can become passive, yet definite at the same time. The receptive,
passive attitude of mind, which is one of the secrets of communion with Divine Mind, is the quiet, listening, waiting, expectant,
yet positive and definite consciousness. No negative or harmful condition can result from this practice; nothing external could
control your mind or produce psychic development from this mental discipline, if your mind is centered upon a constructive
idea; by this we mean an idea that pertains to Truth.
Without further explanation, one can easily see how the man of our illustrative case could be helped mentally and
physically by this first step, alone, into the kingdom within, the secret place of the Most High, not to mention the untold good
that would be derived from the more advanced work that must be done before one can enter the true Silence.
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From the name that the Unity movement bears, Practical Christianity, it must be known that the science which is promulgated by this School was taught by Jesus Christ. Then it might reasonably be asked, Did the Master Jesus, teach this
method of communion with the Father which you term Silence? Yes, emphatically! In the doctrine of this great teacher
we find some very clear and definite instructions on the subject, under the title of prayer. We believe that the process of
meditation we take is prayer, along the most scientific lines. Harmonizing the individual mind with the Universal Mind is
what the Master taught as Prayer. What we call Silence is that inner unity of prayer, the secret meeting place between
God and man. We base our method on the model prayer of the Master, Jesus. Carefully, we have analyzed what he
said   about   the   true   way   to   relate   ourselves   to   the   Father,   God.      Especially   do   we   heed   these   words:   “Enter   into   thine  
chamber,  (the  secret  place  within),  and  having  shut  thy  door,  pray  to  thy  Father  who  is  in  secret.”
Let us consider what the scientific process of Silence holds or practical value for one who is unable to keep his
mind  upon  his  subjects  of  study,  or  as  it  was  stated  in  these  words,  “he  had  not  mastered  concentration  to  even  a  slight  
degree.”    This  point  involves  that  which  that  profound  metaphysician  interpreted  as shutting the door. We understand this to
mean that necessary work of controlling thought and disciplining the senses. Has it not been your experience that when
you wanted to meditate or go into the Silence, and when you get quiet, that many foreign thoughts came to mind for attention? To the untrained mind, every imaginable thing will review itself before the mirror of the soul, and demand the
time that is set a part for constructive thinking. For one to entertain these uninvited thoughts, means the postponing of
success, no matter what the goal may be. No one will ever make his attainment by encouraging vagrant thoughts. The
door must be shut to all things but the one idea that has been chosen for consideration.
Concentration, then, is a mode of mind that must be developed before man can penetrate the inner realms of being. To
hold the mind on one subject to the exclusion of every other subject, is concentration. To the novice this is no small undertaking, yet, according to advanced thinkers, there are not many people today on this plane of consciousness who have
mastered this art. I once heard a psychologist say that the average person does not hold his mind for ten consecutive
seconds  on  one  subject.    Concentration,  as  a  necessary  step  in  prayer,  is  advised  because  it  will  quicken  one’s  power  as  
it brings to a focus the full strength of the mental sun, just as the great men of India discovered thousands of years ago,
that the rays of the sun focused in a lens will burn an object, whereas the scattered rays would only mildly warm the various things they touch.
The successful men and women of today are those who have practiced concentration upon special lines. Man
may bring success into his life by keeping his mind fixed upon the purpose he has sent as his goal. Yet, at the close of a
recent address, in which I referred to the first and great commandment of loving God with all the heart, soul and mind,
that this meant having the eye single (focusing the mind on one subject to the exclusion of every other thought) which
makes the body full of light; not recognizing two powers, good and evil, health and disease, harmony and discord, wealth
and poverty, life and death—but only one power, the good Omnipotent, a prosperous business man remarked that never
before had he thought that such a mental operation as concentration ought to be related to things spiritual. Not a tithe
have I written upon the subject that can be given, only sufficient to prove that it is a vital mode that must be included in
scientific prayer.
In conclusion, a word should be said in regard to receiving answers (from whence he knew not) to prayers that
do not lead to freedom. The idea is prevalent that when one has asked in prayer for knowledge concerning anything, that
the answer should come immediately, whereas it actually often takes hours, even days or months. Acting upon immediate
answers, unless they are from Divine Mind, is frequently misleading. With this thought, there always comes to mind this
note I made on this point: the intensity of thought determines the promptness of the response. We   know that there is not lack of
knowledge in the Universal Mind, neither is there any inaccuracy of the laws governing mind, so the reason why many
prayers are not answered is the erroneous method that is taken to approach the Principle. Very often the reply we get is
nothing more than the objective mind speaking. This leads me to say that the practice of Silence enables one to determine the difference between thoughts, impressions and convictions from your own mind and those from the source of true
knowledge.
The Silence awakens one to know the character of thought, whether it is from self or the Universal. This
knowledge is gained only by diligent practice, by ceaseless meditation upon Truth. The whole purpose of our life should
be to change our consciousness from the unreal, the inharmonious, to the eternal principle of harmony, God. We enter
into the Christ mind only to the degree that we redeem ourselves, spirit, soul, and body, from the sense consciousness to
know  and feel   ourselves in a deeper, fuller and more vivid state of mind as spiritual beings. The result of this practice is
Realization, the ultimate place to reach in the Silence. Here one becomes united with Spirit, past are the intermediate
operations of mind, past are the varying thoughts and emotions of self-consciousness, until the secret place of the Most
High is attained, in Silence.

How do you like this article? Please give feedback at mckinnjj@gmail.com
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TRUTH STUDENTS SPEAK:
ASCENDING AND DESCENDING CURRENTS OF LIFE
Unity, March 1919, Volume 50, No. 3, pages 224-227
This subject includes a very broad consideration of both man and the universe. Our electricians tell us that everything even
the smallest cell in the visible world is polarized. Each has its positive and negative pole, through which flows that invisible
something  called  “electricity.”    All  bodies  are  built  up  and  sustain  their  form  through  this  polarity.    The  earth  is  a  magnet; if for
one moment the electrical flow stopped everything would disintegrate.
In  soul,  also,  we  find  polarity.    Man’s  mind  is  polarized.    If  the  mind  were  not  polarized  there  would  be  no  ascending  
and descending currents of life. When the laws of mind are understood, men know how to control the currents of the body, and
by mentally moving upon words, combined with the life forces in the organism, they gain that control which Jesus Christ
demonstrated.
In this study the real instructor is within the man. You could tell me about conditions existing in nature, in other men,
and in the cells and atoms of the universe, and I might understand intellectually and yet have no realization of the truth. This is
the intellectual system taught in our schools, but it is not the method of instruction that will lead to understanding of the life forces in the universe and in man. If we are part of the universe, and if its energies are constantly flowing through and about us,
we must lay hold of them with our conscious minds and souls, and be obedient to the law through which they are moved. The
life in us must chord with the Universal Life. In order to bring this about we must enter into that state of consciousness in which
the ascending and descending currents of life are felt by the individual, and over which he must attain mastery.
The  life  of  Jesus  Christ  has  more  than  a  historical  interest,  and  when  he  said,  “I  am  from  above,  ye  are  from  beneath,”  
he must have referred to state of consciousness within himself. He was the type of man developing within, and all his experiences were therefore symbolical of the changes that go on in all men while they are coming out of sense into spiritual consciousness.
We find in ourselves two states of mind, two currents of life—one apparently coming from below, the other from above.
The positive is from above and is spiritual; and the negative is from below and is material. It is for us to choose which we will
identify ourselves with. If the I AM identifies itself with the current from beneath, it attaches itself with the material world, and
comes to know and feel in material sense. But if the higher Self is affirmed, spiritual identity is realized and the meaning understood of the statements of Jesus---“I  am  from  above.”  He  that  hath  seen  me  hath  seen  the  Father.”    By  thus  making  definite  
and conscious union with the Father, man will know his spiritual relation to God and come into a new world. Jesus talked to
the positive pole of his being, and it proved to be God. If we talk as he talked, we will get the same result that he got.
In this new-age  discovery  of  the  soul  of  man,  we  hear  much  about  “vibrations.”    What  shall  we  do  with  this  subject?    
Every thrill we feel is evidence of vibratory forces. We live in a sea of vibratory energy, and we can poise ourselves in that sea
where we will. All vibrations are polarized in affirmations, All vibrations are manifestations of I AM statements. The Word of
Spirit (and all things are primarily Spirit) sets up vibrations, and you can have any kind of effect in your body, and in your mental
field, by polarizing yourself in positive or negative words. But if you give yourself up to the race currents form below, instead of
posing yourself in the Spirit above, you will be swept off your mental feet, and fall like a motorless aeroplane.
When  Jesus  said  to  the  Jews,  “Ye  are  from  beneath;;  I  am  from  above,”  he  was  talking  to  a  people  who  considered  
themselves descendants of an elect, race through human ancestry. They affirmed Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to be their fathers. They were in darkness, having no understanding of the spiritual ancestry of man. They were thus engulfed in the current from beneath. No one will ever realize that he is from above until he affirms that he is Spirit and from above, and lays hold
of spiritual power with the I Am.
The negative life currents from below will tell you how weak and how sinful you are, but the Spirit from will make you
feel your dominion and authority. When the I Am centers itself in Spirit, spiritual power is brought into consciousness and a
new circulation of life force is set up in the body. The blood moves with a strong steady equal flow through the arteries and
veins, and a whole new man, perfectly poised and balanced, results. This is the new creature in Christ Jesus. Christ Jesus is
the name of the higher Man, spiritual man. That man is expressed through the personal in I Am statements.
A new kingdom is being set up in the earth, and it must include all people. It begins in the individual consciousness,
and then joins others in realizing that perfect obedience to Spirit is required. The affirmations of the natural man are centered
in personality, and through ignorance he resists the Spirit. But true words, affirmed in the power of the Spirit will speedily
cleanse all sins of ignorance and error, all effects of sins in the body. When with your affirmations of Truth you call down the
currents from on high, you begin to feel a new life thrilling your mind and body. If there should be a temporary reaction, and the
old sins seems to return with new power, do not give up to self-condemnation and regret and remorse, but take advantage of
the law of complete repentance and forgiveness. You are saved through Christ Jesus, which means that you are saved
through the real man demonstrated. Having once discerned that the Spirit has entered into you, lifted up and cleansed you,
stick  to  it,  and  when  the  “accuser,”    the  adverse  state  of  mind,  comes  up  and  tells  you  that  you  are  a  sinner,  rebuke  him  and

(cont on page five)
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AFFIRMATION FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER

REFLECTION S

I am the light, joy and LOVE the world needs.

Reflections is a newsletter
published each month by Unity
Christ Church. Its purpose is to
inform and inspire our spiritual
community.
Submissions for
publication are welcome and
should be sent to the church
office for review.

OCTOBER WEEKLY AFFIRMATIONS:
October 5:

Wherever I am, God is.

October 12:

My light shines for the world to see.

October 19:

I with God, can create my destiny.

October 26:

There is peace and love in my heart for the world

to see.
ANNUAL UNITY CHRIST CHURCH PICNIC
Sunday, October 5, 2014. We will begin immediately following the service
and share in food, fun and fellowship until 4:00 PM. The picnic will be on
the parking lot of the church. UCC will provide the meat; we are asking
members to bring the side dishes and beverages. We would like for you to
sign up to bring a food dish or condiment AND help with set up, games or
something like that. There is a sign-up sheet in the lobby of things we need
or you can call the church office to sign- up (314-727-6478). Remember,
everyone is welcome! Bring your family, friends, neighbors, neighbor children or anyone else who would enjoy a fun time!

(cont from page four)

say,    “I  am  not  a  sinner,  I  never  did  sin;;  I  cannot  
sin.    I  am  from  above.”    You  thus  identify  yourself  
with spiritual man, who never sinned nor fell short
in the least degree. Adam sinned, but he was not
the spiritual man. Adam was self-consciousness;
he had the breath of life breathed into him by the
Lord God, spiritual I Am. If you affirm your identify
with the pure, sinless, spiritual man, instead of
with Adam, your sins are all cleansed, and they
shall have no power over you. What does the
forgiveness of the Lord Jesus Christ mean, if you
are not to accept it as final and abide in it?
Machinists have to be careful to keep all
the bearings of their machinery well oiled, that
there may be no friction of wear of the parts. The
body is a very fine piece of machinery, and its oil
is love. If your joints creak, pour freely into your
consciousness the oil of love. If you send a current of love through your body and environment
you liver will work right, your stomach will be
healed, and you will feel the thrill of life to your
very finger tips. This is the redemption of the
body. It is bringing consciousness of the kingdom
into the soul and body. Thus the outer shall be as
the inner, the below as the above, and the will of
God be done in earth as in heaven.

UNITY CHRIST CHURCH
33 N. Skinker Blvd.,
St. Louis, Missouri 63105
Phone (314) 727-6478
Fax (314) 727-8895
Email officeucc@att.net
www.unitychriststl.org
Office Manager-Judy Lindow
Board of Trustees
Rudolph Clay
Harry Drake
Delores Kedley
Juankee McKinney
Leonard Smith

OCTOBER LESSON TITLES
October 5, 2014:

So...What’‛s In Your Ark?
Guest Speaker: Rev. Le Remington

Guest Musicians: Doug Ervin & Katie Kopff
October 12, 2014:

New Horizons

Ministerial Candidate: Rev. Sallie Fox
Guest Musicians: Deborah Sharn & Steve Schenkel
October 19, 2014:

It’‛s Never Too Late To Begin Again

Guest Speaker: Rev. Leslie Venable
Guest Musicians: Rocky Tucker & Tim Schall
October 26, 2014:

Turn Your Minuses Into Pluses

Guest Speaker: Dr. Marlene Bricker
Guest Musicians: Deborah Sharn & Steve Schenkel
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Things  to  Make  You  Go  Hmmm  ….
Last month we talked in detail about the daily routines
in Ayurveda. This month we will talk about the
doshas and the seasons.
Vata season occurs during late autumn and continues
through winter (mid-October through mid-March).
During that time, you want to favor warm food and
drink. Your food should be well cooked and easy to
digest. Make sure to drink warm liquids. Favor the
sweet, sour and salty tastes that balance Vata and
reduce the pungent, bitter and astringent ones. Reduce your intake of dry or raw foods.
Pitta season runs mid-summer through early autumn
(mid-June to mid-October). Because your digestive
fire (Agni) is naturally low during hot weather, you
may notice that your appetite varies during that period
and may actually decrease. You will want to favor
cool food and drink. Favor the sweet, bitter and astringent tastes that balance Pitta and reduce the sour,
salty and pungent tastes.
Kapha season runs from late winter to spring (midMarch to mid-June). During Kapha season, you will
want to favor a lighter diet and reduce your intake of
dairy products. Favor warm food and drink. Be sure
to each more pungent, bitter and astringent tastes
which balance Kapha, while reducing sweet, sour and
salty ones.
In addition to eating mindfully, exercise is an essential
component of a complete fitness program. Vatas enjoy grounding and slower paced exercises in order to
be balanced. These would include Tai chi, yoga,
walking, short hikes and light bicycling. Pittas with
their fiery nature enjoy medium paced-exercise but
want to avoid getting overheated. Pitta pacifying exercises would include swimming, skiing, biking, brisk
walking or jogging, and outdoor activities. Kaphas
enjoy vigorous and longer workouts, such as running,
aerobics, dance, rowing, active yoga and weight training. Kaphas want to keep the blood flowing.
Hope you have enjoyed learning about the doshas. I
go to the Chopra Center October 13-19 for my certification week to become a Primordial Sound Meditation
Teacher. This is a process that has taken about 18
months. I look forward to sharing my experiences
with you. All prayers and good thoughts will be greatly appreciated.
Namasté,
Sarah
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THE PEACE OF MEDITATION
By Helen Steiner Rice
Submitted by Herman King
So we may know God better
And feel His quiet power,
Let us daily keep in silence
A meditation hour---For  to  understand  God’s  greatness
And to use His gifts each day
The soul must learn to meet Him
In a meditative way,
For our Father tells His children
That if they would know His will
They must seek Him in the silence
When  all  is  calm  and  still…
For  nature’s  greatest  forces
Are found in quiet things
Like softly falling snowflakes
Drifting  down  on  angels’  wings,
Or petals dropping soundlessly
From a lovely full-blown rose,
So God comes closest to us
When  our  souls  are  in  repose…
So let us plan with prayerful care
To always allocate
A certain portion of each day
To  be  still  and  meditate…
For when everything is quiet
And  we’re  lost  in  meditation,
Our soul is then preparing
For a deeper dedication
That will make it wholly possible
To quietly endure
The violent world around us --For in God we are secure.

MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
Our next Ministerial Candidate, Rev. Sallie Fox, will
be with us on Sunday, October 12th.
A question
and answer session with the congregation will be
held immediately following the service. The session
will be held in the lower level in the Fellowship Hall.
Please join us. Your input and participation is greatly valued and appreciated. A light lunch will be provided.
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9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation
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